Differentiation and the division of labour, which characterized the Industrial Revolution and influenced the progress of civilization, have been at work in the practlce of medicine. Whatever value one may place on the logic of these phenomena, the effect cannot be the same in medicine where there is no 
Revolution and influenced the progress of civilization, have been at work in the practlce of medicine. Whatever value one may place on the logic of these phenomena, the effect cannot be the same in medicine where there is no such thing as independent hssue, and in industry where there is. In the one case we relate man to man and in the ?ther we relate man to a machine or part of a machine. The mechanistic conception ?f medical practice may have had its day when such specialities as modern surgery and Physical medicine were first hailed for their technical excellence. This conception has been modified however under the influence of the psychosomatic principle which forbids the segmentation of any sick person in the presence of his physicians. We have come full circle now with the realistic application of the fundamental truth governing the relation of body and mind to each other. The most recent of the medical sciences, Namely, Social Medicine, is in fact nothing more than the aggregate of these new concepts on behalf of the individual in relation to his environment. We can and should differentiate, and see that labour is divided efficiently among specialists, but they must be within sight and hearing of each other if the result is to be constructively synthetic.
Anything that willl neutralize the handicap of illness in the struggle for existence and reduce "man's inhumanity to man" should be welcome. We have seen the rise of specialization as each of the sciences was applied to the Practice of medicine. The physician who discovered early in life, and sometimes later, hat he had mechanical talent, that he had nimble fingers which could successfully put arnaged parts together, applied his energies to the field of surgery, general or special, he physician who discovered that he was good at chemistry, headed for the green Pasture8 of internal medicine and some of its sub-specialities in particular. The one ho had a flair for physics found himself in the area covered by physical medicine. 
